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Can nations prosper by putting 
well-being before GDP in 2020?

Boubyan, Al-Hisba ink strategic real 
estate market analysis agreement 

DUBAI: Kuwaiti and Saudi stocks led Gulf
stocks sharply lower in late afternoon trade
yesterday in the wake of a US drone strike in
Baghdad that killed Iran’s military command-
er. Shares of oil giant Saudi Aramco fell 1.7
percent to their lowest level since listing last
month in a record initial public offering (IPO).
Aramco shares dropped to 34.55 riyals a
share, the lowest level since it started trading
last month. Iranian military commander
Qassem Soleimani, the architect of Tehran’s
overseas military operations was killed on
Friday in a US drone strike on his convoy at
Baghdad airport. The Kuwaiti index, the best
performer in the region in 2019, was down
nearly 4.1 percent, while Saudi stocks
plunged 2.2 percent.

Dubai stocks were down 3.1 percent with
property firm Emaar Properties falling 3.7
percent. The Abu Dhabi index fell 1.41 per-
cent. Banks also took a beating, with Al Rajhi

Bank down 2 percent and Samba Financial
Group down nearly 3 percent.

“A U.S.-Iran war could shave 0.5 percent-
age points or more off global GDP, mainly due
to a collapse in Iran’s economy, but also due
to the impact from a surge in oil prices,” Jason
Tuvey, senior emerging markets economist at
Capital Economics, said in a note last week.
Saudi credit default swaps, which investors
buy as protection against default, rose by
more than 13 percent on Friday following
Soleimani’s killing, Refinitiv data showed.

Regional bond spreads are expected to
widen today, when international debt markets
open, because of increased political risk, a
debt banker said. 

Oil prices surged as much as $3 a barrel
as gold, the yen and safe-haven bonds all ral-
lied on Friday after the US killing of Iran’s top
commander. The most dramatic moves were
in the oil markets, with Brent crude futures

leaping as much 4.5 percent to $69.20 a bar-
rel, the highest level since Saudi crude facili-
ties were attacked in September.

The impact hit almost every asset class.
MSCI’s gauge of stocks across the globe
declined 0.52 percent, while its emerging
markets index lost 0.40 percent. Europe’s
broad STOXX 600 index fell as much as 1
percent, but pared losses to close down 0.33
percent, while shares on Wall Street fell
around 0.8 percent as New Year optimism,
which had pushed equity markets to record
highs, evaporated. The yen rose half a per-
cent against the dollar to a two-month high,
the Swiss franc hit its highest level against the
euro since September and gold prices
climbed to a four-month peak, racing past
the key $1,550 an ounce level. “Geopolitics
has come back to the table, and this is some-
thing that could have major cross-asset
implications,” said Salman Ahmed, Lombard

Odier’s chief investment strategist.
“What is critical is how it pans out in the

next few days,” Ahmed said. “Whether it
turns into a theme depends on Iran’s reaction
and then the US response.”

Iran promised harsh revenge. The Quds
Force and its paramilitary proxies have ample
means to mount a response. 

In September, US officials blamed Iran for
attacking the oil installations of Saudi
Aramco, the state energy giant and the
world’s largest oil exporter. Iran has denied
responsibility for the strikes and accused
Washington of warmongering. The Trump
administration then did not respond, beyond
heated rhetoric and threats, and markets set-
tled down within a week after Brent surged
14.6 percent, its biggest one-day percentage
gain since at least 1988, on Sept. 16.

Yields on German Bunds and US
Treasuries - the world’s benchmark govern-

ment bonds that are typically seen as the
safest assets - fell sharply. The 10-year Bund
yield fell 7 basis points to a two-week low of
-0.299 percent, while Bund futures were up
0.62 percent at 172.33 euros. Benchmark 10-
year Treasury notes rose 26/32 in price to
yield 1.7916 percent, from 1.882 percent late
on Thursday.

Spot gold prices hit a high of $1,553.20 an
ounce. US gold futures settled 1.5 percent
higher at $1,552.40. The dollar index rose
0.05 percent, with the euro down 0.09 per-
cent to $1.116. The Japanese yen strength-
ened 0.41 percent versus the greenback at
108.13 per dollar.

The focus on geopolitics meant markets
paid little attention to stronger-than-
expected data from France, where inflation
rose 1.6 percent year-on-year in December,
beating analysts’ expectations for a 1.4 per-
cent rise. —Reuters 

Gulf markets plunge on US-Iran tensions
Kuwait stocks slip 4.1%,  Aramco at lowest since IPO

Amid tech turmoil, 
celebration at global 
electronics show
LAS VEGAS: The Consumer Electronics Show opening today
offers a chance to showcase the newest and shiniest gadgetry,
looking past the turmoil engulfing the global technology industry.
The annual Las Vegas gathering with more than 4,500 exhibitors
brings out about 175,000 attendees searching for innovations of
the future. For an industry facing unprecedented turbulence, the
hope is that what happens in Vegas does not stay in Vegas after it
closes on Friday, but filters into the world where consumers can
adopt new technologies for health, communication, transporta-
tion, the home and lifestyles. 

The show opens against the backdrop of mounting con-
cerns on how data gathered from connected devices can be
exploited by marketers, governments and hackers. There has
also been a wave of attacks from politicians and activists
against dominant tech platforms, as well as intense trade fric-
tions between the world’s economic and technology powers,
the United States and China.

Roger Kay, an analyst with Endpoint Technologies Associates,
said consumers are slowly coming to terms with the digital world
and its privacy tradeoffs, and still appear to be driven toward new
gadgetry. “People always want to see a shiny new object,” Kay
said. “I think people are going to adjust to this world and adopt
the technology that comes along that suits them.” 

CES 2020 will feature devices infused with artificial intelli-
gence for cars, homes, smart cities and for personal health, with
many gadgets embracing voice assistants from Amazon, Google
and others. “We will see AI and apps being used to make people’s

lives easier, such as speech recognition and object recognition,”
said Sarah Brown of the Consumer Technology Association,
which organizes the show that includes media previews today.

“You will see that across the entire CES-AI embedded in all
these technologies.” Trade and industry attendees will see wear-
ables offering more precise health monitoring, for both athletes
and seniors; cars with better computer vision to avoid accidents;
televisions designed as smart home hubs; and robots with fea-
tures to help understand or express emotion.

A series of panel discussions will also explore questions
around consumer privacy, the importance of 5G wireless, tech-
nology for travel and tourism, the promise of quantum computing
and how lifestyles will change in “smart cities.” 

Emotional issues 
Some of the new CES gadgets will collect and analyze data

such as facial expressions and tone of voice-creating the oppor-
tunity for more personalized services, but with risks as well. This
could mean a robot might be a better personal companion for the
elderly, and a vehicle may adapt to signs of driver fatigue or
impairment. According to a report by the consulting firm
Accenture, emotional data “is reaching a tipping point of oppor-
tunity” for firms which can decode human emotions for market-
ing, market research and political polling purposes.

“Emotional data will challenge companies because reading
people’s emotions is a delicate business,” an Accenture report
said. “Emotions are highly personal, and users will have concerns
about privacy invasion, security breaches, emotional manipula-
tion, and bias.”

US-China row on display 
Although CES is not about politics, it takes place while US-

China tensions simmer over trade, tariffs, industrial espionage and
national security. But China will still represent the largest non-US
delegation at CES, with hundreds of exhibitors including Huawei,

the smartphone and infrastructure giant which has been blacklist-
ed by Washington over national security concerns.

“In terms of exhibit space, Chinese space is down slightly
from last year, but most of the major exhibitors are returning and

some even upping size of presence,” Brown said. Simon Bryant of
Futuresource Consulting said Chinese firms see the show as an
important opportunity to demonstrate their ability to compete
globally with Silicon Valley. —AFP

KUWAIT:  A woman checks share prices at the Boursa Kuwait in this file photo. —Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

LAS VEGAS: In this file photo taken on Jan 10, 2019, attendees walk through the hall at the Sands Expo
Convention Center during CES 2019 consumer electronics show. —AFP 


